
 

JUDGE CHRIS GREENLAND INTERVIEW WITH JUROR13 – TRANSCRIPT PART 1 

NOTE:  Due to some technical issues, I have skipped over the first few minutes of our conversation.  The transcript below 

begins at the 3:52 mark on the audio.  At this point in the conversation, I have just asked Judge Greenland how he is 

feeling about the outcome of the trial.   

JG:  My feeling about this is not positive.  I think like most of the world, I have been infused with a degree of negativity 

about this outcome and the reason I suppose can be stated is because the judgement; the reasoning employed, does not 

inspire confidence, there is a degree of irrationality about it that is disturbing. 

J13: Yes 

JG:  You know, the fundamental question always is has justice been done, has justice been seen to be done. And it's not 

possible to say that that test has been satisfied in this case.  

J13:  Correct.  Some of the commentary that I've seen online has suggested that, and I don't necessarily agree with this 

and I'm curious if this is legally accurate, that the standard of reasonableness is subjective as far as what Oscar would 

have done, not what a normal... well, normal might not be the right word... not what an every day man would do, but 

what Oscar would have done and that the judge had the right to make that subjective call.  Do you agree with that? 

JG:  Yes, in law the test is subjective. The court is required to decide what Oscar, the human being, and everything that 

goes in to what Oscar is, the court has to decide whether he, Oscar, what his state of mind was at the time. 

J13:  OK 

JG:  The legal test is that; that's correct.  The question of whether that test was correctly applied or whether the 

conclusion was correct is where the irrationality comes in.  For instance, I can take this ? to show the absurdity of this 

decision by saying that in effect Oscar needn't have given any evidence, in effect the court could have acquitted him in 

terms of logic had he said nothing, had he not given evidence.  Because by giving evidence, he never improved the denial 

that he advanced at the scene when he said "I made a mistake".  He never improved the denial that he advanced with his 

bail application.  And the detailed evidence of the bail application is part of the state's case.  So in effect, the court, in 

terms of logic, would have acquitted him at the end of the state's case because Oscar did nothing when he gave evidence 

and especially on cross-examination to improve his denial of the charge of murder.  This shows the absurdity of the 

decision.   

J13:  Yea 

JG:  Because the court accepted that he was a ? witness.  So he never at any stage improved his denial of an intention to 

kill. 

J13:  I think that's where we're all stuck.   I mean, when you actually look at... I personally feel like the state did a 

fantastic job of going through the objective elements of what he did that night and it was very clear to me that he was 

completely conscious of the decisions that he was making.  They also did a good job of putting together a story about his 

ability to use guns, his understanding of guns, you know, everything that he did that night seemed very conscious and you 

look at that door, you look at how he aimed, you look at the fact that he most likely leaned against the wall... all of 

those things together, I think that's why we're all so confused because like how could somebody look at that situation and 

take away that he had no intention of killing somebody, or that he couldn't foresee that he could kill them.  That just 

logically doesn't make sense to me. 



JG:  Lisa, I think really I cannot argue because the court failed in two respects.  Firstly it failed in its duty as a trier of 

fact, to actually settle the facts. 

J13:  Yea 

JG:  You see as a court, and it's made up of three people, the judge and two assessors, they have a duty to actually settle 

the facts in the matter.   

J13:  Yes 

JG:  And they were required to then apply our test as to whether Oscar's story might reasonably, possibly be true, and I 

think they failed on both parts.  As regards to the first count, settling the facts, what the judge does not appear to have 

done is to go through the facts, starting let's say with the time he said he heard the sound and stating what she accepts 

he heard and what she accepts was his reaction.  So if we start there and you can play this game with your friends and 

family and professional colleagues.  Start there and say, he heard the sound, he suspected there was a burlgar, he 

reacted with concern.   And then he got up, got his gun, armed him, ensuring that it was loaded and then just proceeded 

to advance because that's his natural reaction when under threat in terms of his personality profile.  And as he advances, 

he becomes more and more imbued with this fear to the extent that it becomes an utter conviction that there's an 

intruder.  So what type of intruder was in his mind, obviously not a ? in terms of what he perceives... and he ensures that 

he's able to deal with the intruder, the intruder being an armed intruder, in terms of his perception.  And so you go, you 

settle each of these facts and the state of mind, then we put him at the door and at the door, what does he do?  The fact 

of the matter is that he pointed the weapon at the door.  So you ask yourself, why did he point the weapon at the door? 

Obviously to deal with the intruder.  You ask yourself, how is he going to deal with the intruder?  When he pointed the 

weapon at the door, he obviously intended to point at the intruder.  So you can see where I'm going with this...  

J13:  Yes 

JG:  You will then reach a stage where it becomes impossible, I repeat... it becomes impossible for you to confuse 

anything other, and he pulled the trigger and fired four times, he actually intended to deal with the threat.  Being an 

armed intruder, to deal effectively with that armed intruder, and he stopped at four shots because he's satisfied that he 

has done so. 

J13:  Correct 

JG:  You cannot therefore ask the world to come to this conclusion that he could not foresee that he might, and it's very 

important to say this... our test is, he must... provided he foresees that he might kill a human being, he is guilty of 

murder on the basis of what is known as dolus eventualis.  That conclusion becomes completely unavoidable.  And to 

conclude otherwise is irrational.  Can I put it another way?  The real issue... whether when he pulled the trigger and fired 

four times, he had understanding of what would then happen and the conclusion is that unless he has been divested of his 

powers of understanding and appreciation, then he did understand that he might kill a human being.  And the court did 

not find that he was divested of such understanding.  The unanimous conclusion of medical experts after him being 

examined for a period of about a month at the medical psychiatric psychological center was that he was not divested of 

any such understanding. And when you look at that, you then see how irrational this decision was.   

J13:  Yes.  I agree.  

JG: All the defenders of this decision and the supporters of the judgement, say well you know, what he was required to 

do was to put up a story that quite reasonably possibly be true.  Yes, that's the test in law but that does not mean that 

the court must just weakly accept whatever story is served up to them.  The reality of the decision, and I've just 

demonstrated it, is that the story was neither possible, and certainly not reasonable. 



J13:  Yea 

JG:  And that's where the court fell down in terms of its reasoning and we could see clear evidence that the court was 

confused because they then misapplied the test for dolus eventualis by saying that he needed to foresee that he might 

kill Reeva Steenkamp and came back a day later to correct it. 

J13:  Yes 

JG:  That is indicative, it's a very very bad mistake the court made there and is indicative of a court that is confused.   

J13:  Yea.  So I'm curious are you familiar with Judge Masipa and her track record with trials and do you have any 

thoughts about why she got it so wrong? 

JG:  Firstly, I'm not at all familiar and I think it's a good thing.  And my mind was always completely open in my 

perceptions, view, of the trial and I had misgivings at certain stages about the handling of the conduct of the trial, and I 

can only say that the end result was consistent with what I had seen before.  In other words, I was not that impressed at 

certain stages of the trial.  That doesn't meant that I can pass judgement on her performance, I just don't know whether 

she has or had the requisite degree of confidence.  What I know is that the court as a whole failed the test of justice 

being done and seen to be done in this case. 

J13:  Yea, I think a lot of us are in agreement on that.  There were actually quite a few people that along the way were 

kind of trying to read the judge and see if they could figure out which way she was leaning and more often than not 

people were saying that they kind of felt like she was favoring Oscar.  It's a little bit hard to tell, you can't really get 

inside somebody's mind but that's interesting to hear you say that there were some signs to you that maybe it was quite 

being handled maybe in a manner that you would have handled it. 

JG:  Well let's put it this way... I didn't see that degree of what one might call class that I would have expected of a 

judge, of a high court, in this region. 

J13:  Yea 

JG:  For instance, I was very concerned, or shall I say, sort of unhappy, about the way witnesses were allowed to be 

badgered and bullied in the witness box.  Citizens coming forward and being subjected to a torture chamber.  And just 

giving an example of what I thought was a failure of conduct of proceedings at that level.  That's just an example.  But, 

you know, the judge, the court, is accountable in terms of that test of justice being done and seeing to be done and it 

has failed.  I think that's the bottom line.   

J13:  Yea.  What did you think about the trial being aired?  Did you agree with that and do you think they should do that 

for future trials? 

JG:  I'm strongly approving of that.  I think that it's truism to say that justice must be seen to be done.  That is the 

ultimate way of exposing justice.  And the procedural aspect of justice.  So I was very simply approving of that.  I was not 

approving of the fact that Oscar was allowed the benefit of concealing himself from the cameras.  I didn't see why he was 

entitled to that.  You have killed someone, killed another human being, you're accountable to the ? of humanity.  And 

there is no reason why you shouldn't be seen by the whole world when you give your account  I didn't understand that 

reasoning at all so regrettably I think that we ?.. hasn't come out good.  I think that our weaknesses have been 

appreciatively exposed.   

J13:  Yes 



JG:  And the results have been in effect to an appreciable extent, toward the court and by extension, seem to disrepute. 

  

J13:  Yea, I'm in full agreement with you.  I think that trials should be very transparent.  I think that you know Oscar 

should have been seen by the world.  He is there to be judged, and therefore we as citizens have every right to be a part 

of that process and to see that it's happening properly.  I do hope that they continue to air trials.  I'll be curious to see... 

if they stop airing them, i'll be concerned about that. 

JG:  Well, you know the airing of the trial wasn't because of a decision by the state.  This was done voluntarily by Carte 

Blanche franchise and they derived no financial benefits from this.  They did it purely in the public interest so whether 

we'll have any more of these trials publicly aired is a very good point.  But I'm glad it's happened.  Because I think South 

Africa is a country now that needs to sit back and ask questions about lessons to be learned from the experience on 

various aspects that relates to the trial and especially the end results.  

J13:  Yes 

JG:  The end result is a failure of justice.   

J13:  Yea, it is.  I agree.   

JG:  I'm not saying, Lisa, I think part of this is important... I'm not saying that Oscar should have been convicted.  It's a 

truism to say that unless you've sat in court and listened to all the evidence, you are in no position to judge.  What I am 

saying is that the decision is irrational.  The reasoning employed as regards to the results is irrational.  So it's not possible 

to say that justice was done.   

J13:  Yea.  You know, there was on Amazon... I was looking at your book (The Other - without fear, favour or prejudice) 

which is listed there and there was a quote that I read that I thought you know, gosh, if anything could be appropriate for 

this trial... and it was: 

"All wrong, all injustice starts with a perversion of truth" 

J13:  And I certainly feel like there was a perversion of truth in so many ways with this case.  And it was so interesting to 

me that the judge even acknowledged that, you know, Oscar was a terrible witness and that he was not consistent and 

that he was evasive, and yet she chose to believe him over other seemingly good meaning citizens that ,you know, in a 

difficult situation came forward to tell their story.  That was pretty disturbing to me.  But one thing that has come up 

online a lot that I want to ask you about is... a lot of people feel that what won the case for the defense was the timeline 

that they presented in their closing arguments. And they presented specifically a discrepancy in phone calls with Dr. 

Stipp.  And they used testimony from Charl Johnson where he said that they estimated that the shots occured at 3:17. 

 And so Barry Roux basically said that the Stipps were confused about the timing of the two sets of noises that they 

heard, and that the first noises must have occured at 3:12... which, it seems like they just pulled that time out of 

nowhere because nobody testified to that but then they also used non-existent phone records, from my understanding.  I 

never heard Johnson's phone records being submitted in to evidence, and yet they used his testimony that he believed 

those shots were at 3:17 based on a cell phone call that he made.  They used that time to say that that's when the 

cricket bat broke down the door and that's what everybody heard and the judge believed that.  So there's kind of this 

group of people online that are saying that the timeline was essential, that the state failed because they didn't have a 

timeline, and that's what won the case, and I'm wondering what you think about that. 

JG:  Firstly, the timeline did not win the case.  What won the case was the court's missed appreciation of the legal 

approach and assessment of evidence.  What won the case was the court failed in its duty to settle the facts of Oscar's 

story as he advanced and elaborated on it, as he particularized it.  Having accepted that, it had no option but to run only 

with that story.  There having been no eyewitnesses to the incident.  That is what won the case, or shall I say lost justice 



in the process.  So the timeline was not the critical factor as regards to the result.  I absolutely understand that there 

may well have been misappreciation on the court's part as regards to the timeline as some people have already pointed 

out.  There seems to have been an enthusiasm to accept the defense counsel's timeline without seriously scrutinizing it. 

 But as regards to that... then the state must increase responsibility for not having scrutinized Barry Roux's version of the 

timeline. And having unearthed the fundamental defect in Barry Roux's postulations. So that's how I feel, that the 

timeline was not critical.  What the timeline did, or shall I say the false timeline, was to put the court in a position where 

they could say, well the independent witnesses were wrong, mistaken in their version in which they claimed to have 

heard a woman screaming before the shots.  Even if you dispense with all that, you're still left with incontrovertible facts 

that Oscar pointed that gun in the direction of the human being and firing four shots, three of them found their mark and 

killed her. 

J13:  Yea. Yea, I agree with you completely on that.  I'm wondering, what do you think was the best evidence that the 

state had in the case - what was the strongest portion of their argument? 

JG:  The strongest portion of their argument was the undeniable facts, what I call the facts that are beyond dispute.  This 

young lady was (rendered dead?) after the three bullets hit her.  That could not be denied.  In the safety, sanctuary and 

security of a suburban home, in Oscar's home, he is the person that pulled the trigger at least four times of a gun armed 

with lethal bullets which found their mark.  Those incontrovertible facts, those undeniable facts, those facts that are 

beyond dispute was the strongest part of the case.  As cases go, as murder cases go, you actually cannot have a stronger 

case than that.  You can say that the state case could not have been improved even if it had a video recording of the 

shooting. 

J13:  Yea 

JG:  It was as good as that.  And this is where the absurdity becomes manifested.  Had the state used a video recording of 

that shooting, this court would have still acquitted Oscar Pistorius.  That's how absurd this decision is.   

J13:  Yea.  I know.   

JG:  The video recording would not have made the story of the state's case any better.  And yet we often say that you 

can't get better evidence than a video recording.   

J13:  And that's what's so frustrating about all of this, you know.  I mean, I think we just, all of us collectively, kind of 

feel like, what else do you have to do.  I think it's a little bit disheartening at how much freedom defense teams have to 

make these really grand assertions that are just crazy.  And then the fact that a seasoned judge with two assessors kind 

of falls for it, just leaves us all shaking our head and it just makes us very upset like, you know, are these really the 

standards that we've set for our society? 

JG:  Lisa, I was discussing this with my wife and she's a teacher and we've got a figure of speech... and we recognize that 

the whole it takes, swallowing it hook line and sinker, applies here.  In other words, the mistake the court made here was 

to swallow it hook, line and sinker.  It's understandable if the court had only accepted the hook and line, in other words, 

accepted the defense version up to the point that Oscar is at the door, he's got the gun pointed and then pulls the 

trigger.  The mistake is him swallowing the sinker by saying that when he does that, he doesn't have the understanding 

that he is going to, that he might kill a human being, that is the sinker that is also swallowed by the court.  And that's 

what objectionable about it.   

J13:  Yea, I agree... What did you think... go ahead, I'm sorry... 

JG:  Because unless the court could find that he was divested of the understanding of the situation, then they had to hold 

him to that understanding.  It had to say, it had to find, that he did understand when he pulled that trigger that he might 

kill a human being.  So, my legal friends say well all he needed to do was to hook up a story that might reasonably, 



possibly be true and my wife's reaction in conversation with me is that well that seems that applying that test, the court 

was asked to accept that story hook, line and sinker.  And it did. 

J13:  Yea, it's pretty amazing.  You know another thing too that I'm really curious to know what you think about this... 

one of the things that Judge Masipa said in her judgement was that Oscar's emotions after the crime seemed very sincere, 

that he was praying and asking for help, and all of this you know, nonsense, quite frankly, and which he displayed in 

court.  So two things... first of all, I'm curious about her stating that she utilized his emotions as part of her reasoning 

within the judgement.  And then secondly, what did you think about Oscar's behavior in court with all of his sobbing... 

and everything else... 

JG:  You know, that aspect does reflect on whether she has the requisite experience because if she did, she would 

understand that the post-shooting emotional state of Oscar was not necessarily only consistent with the behavior of a 

person who has not committed murder, it's just as likely that you would be that emotional in terms of what you and I 

would say, oh what ever have I done.  We've all done this.  We've all had a reaction in doing something on the spur of the 

moment, impulsively in the heat of the moment, in the heat of passion and immediately regretted it afterwards.  It's not 

a certain pointer to an innocent mind.  It's not a pointer to a human being having behaved innocently.  There are any 

amount of guilty people that would behave like that immediately.   

J13:  Absolutely.  Yea, I agree.  And isn't it legally... 

JG:  Lisa... let's just say that we apply what is widely speculated here and say that he killed her in a peacock temper.  In 

what is called roid - passionate rage.  He killed his lover, his girlfriend, because she's checking his cell phone... uh, his 

behavior after would be just as consistent with ?... in other words, immediate immense regret, that I have just done in a 

temper.  In a violent temper.  So I didn't think that that make wait that the judge applied had any real validity.  She 

should have came to the same conclusion that she came to earlier in regards to other aspects that it neither takes the 

state or defense case forward or backwards.  It's more or less, neutral.  It's real value was that he was admitting that he 

was the killer.  That's where the real value is.  That conduct was an admission that he had just done something very very 

bad. 

J13:  I agree.  But I think too also, legally isn't it improper to use somebody's emotions after the crime, so it's not directly 

relevant to the crime itself or before the crime, it's after the fact and isn't that only something that should really be 

taken in to consideration for sentencing versus the verdict. 

JG:  It certainly should be taken in to consideration as regards to sentencing, assessing the accused's moral blame-

worthiness and his attitude and his act of contrition.  Yes it should.  But as regards to the merits of a conviction, I think it 

has to be properly... it has to be given the correct weighting by the court.  It has to be given its correct probative value 

by the court.  In other words, the court has to come to a sensible resolution as to how much weight it can apply to that 

fact, which is part of what one calls the ?  in other words, factors and circumstances that all make up the incident.  And 

you must apply the correct probative value to that factor or circumstance and the court just misapplied the test and 

accorded it too much value, exculpatory value.   

J13:  Ok, thank you.  I agree with you on that.  Do you think Oscar was totally faking it in court with his emotions? 

JG:  You know, let me say to you, Lisa, that I as a judge... I would have rejected the whole of Oscar's defense.  I think 

that for any number of reasons especially on critical issues, I would have said to Oscar: 

"You have not taken this court in good confidence.  All the court can find is that you pointed a gun knowing you're 

pointing at a human being and you pulled the trigger four times in to the human being in a hail of bullets.  That's all this 

court can safely accept, the rest the court is still confused about.  So I am not going to accept your version as to why you 

killed her.  And that being the case, there isn't a noble excuse that you have advanced for this killing.  You are guilty of 

murder." 



JG:  So my decision would have been radically different from the court because I would have rejected Oscar's defense 

entirely as opposed to just rejecting it on the narrow of a very specific basis of foresee-ability at the time that he pulled 

the trigger.  That would have been my decision.  And I would have said that: 

"I'm giving you an opportunity before I sentence to still come clean with this court and tell me exactly what happened." 

JG:  That would have been my reaction, all things being equal.  So, there you are. 

J13:  What do you think the judge is going to do about sentencing?  Do you think she's going to be light on him or do 

something different? 

JG:  Well, Lisa, she's now stuck with her findings.   She has stuck with her finding that the time that he pulled the trigger, 

he did not understand that he might kill a human being.  This now makes the killing a terrible, unfortunate accident.  And 

a critical issue is what then is his moral blame-worthiness in relation to the killing. His blame-worthiness is very very 

difficult to then assess as anything other than low.  You certainly can't assess it as high.  And if you can't assess it as high, 

a custodial sentence is not indicated.  So she is hoisted with her own petard.  I don't think she can send him to prison. 

J13:  And do you think the state has the ability to appeal?  From what I understand, there has to be a specific law in 

error (should be error in law) that they have to point out.  Do you think they can do that after sentencing?   

JG:  I have no doubt that the state has the right and a basis to appeal the judgement because we can be satisfied ?... 

that the court misdirected in applying law, in applying it known as dolus eventualis because she stated very very clearly 

and in detail that she was finding him not guilty on the basis that it could not be found that when he fired he might 

foresee that he would kill Reeva Steenkamp.  That was a misdirection.  Complete, utter misdirection on her part.  The 

fact that she came back the very next day and changed the wording, the formulation of that test, will not save the 

misdirection on appeal.  As a judicial officer you can correct yourself immediately after you say something because it can 

be assumed that you just simply either misread your notes or misstated what you intended to say.  But in this case, it is 

obvious that the court made a fundamental mistake, a misdirection in law, and as a result of the "who ha" that happened 

that night, of all the legal eagles, and legal world, then came back and attempted to retrieve the situation.  The appeals 

court, in my respectful view, cannot allow that.  It has to say the court made a mistake, it was confused about what test 

to apply, it misapplied the test and it is therefore at large to apply or bring about every remedy to the decision that's 

indicated.   

J13:  So, it sounds like you think that they might, that there could potentially be a good chance that it wins on appeal.   

JG:  I have no doubt that the correct course for the appeal court to take is to correct that verdict, to change to murder 

on the basis of dolus eventualis.  I have no doubt about that at all in my mind.   

J13:  Ok, alright.  So we have to wait until after sentencing in October to find out if all of this is going to happen, 

correct? 

JG:  That's correct.  The state will only show it's hand after the trial is finished.  In other words, after Oscar has been 

sentenced in terms of proper etiquette and procedure.  That is the only time the state will say if they are going to appeal 

or not. 

J13:  Got it. 

End of Part 1 

 



 


